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Introduction

The 175Lu(n,2n)174mgLu reaction is an important indicator. There are 10 sets of
measured data since 1960 (total 58 experimental values). Most of the data are
finished at 14 MeV with 20% ~ 30% discrepancy. So we measured the cross section
by activation method in neutron energies of 14 MeV and 1 0 - 1 2 MeV.

1 Experiment

The measurement is carried out at the Cockcroft-Walton and HI-13 Tandem
accelerator of CIAE for 14 MeV and 10 ~ 12 MeV neutrons. The T(d,n)4He and
D(d,n)3He reactions are used as the neutron sources. Two kinds of samples (pressed
Lu2O3 powder and natural metal Lu with 20 mm in diameter) are used in the
experiment. The natural metal Nb of thin disk is used as neutron flux monitor. Lu
sample is sandwiched with two Nb films. But for 10 ~ 12 MeV neutron energies, a
group of monitors with different threshold were used to get rid of the effect of D-d
low energy neutrons in the measurements with D-d neutron sources and get the
correct neutron flux. The distance between the sample and the target is about 1-1.5
cm. The half-life is 142±2 d for 174mLu and 3.31±0.01 y for 174gLu. The activities of
the samples are measured with Ge(Li) detectors by the off-line collection and
analysis using computer system. The measured y peaks in the experiment are
67(7.25±0.22), 177(0.470±0.019), 273(0.550+0.024), 992(0.546±0.021) and 1242
keV (5.14+0.13).

2 Results
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The results are shown in Table 1 with reference cross sections of 93Nb(n,2n)92mNb
reaction and in Fig.l. The evaluation function by Lu Hanlin and Huang Xiaolong
and the data measured by other laboratories are also plotted in Fig. 1.

Table 1 The cross sections of 175Lu(n,2n)174mgLu reactions in mb

Sample

Lu

T ii r\

£„ / M e V
14.47
14.47
14.44
14.80
14.80
11.50
10.50
13.50

14.00

14.60

15.00

m
567±28
576±28
554+28
559±28
553±28
464+25
403±28
528

551

576

590

g
1276±51
1311153
1269+51
1207148
1213+48
1146158
1000142
1216

1282

1257

1205

m+g
1843179
1887181
1823+79
1766176
1766+76
1610183
1403171
1744+122

1833+128

18331128

17951125

Nb
45915
45915
459+5
45915
45915

449+7

457+5

459+5

458+6

D.R.Nethaway72

LR.Veeser77

B.P Bayhurst75

X D.G.Vallis66

4- J.Frehaut80

S.Qaim74

Q W.Dilg68

J.Laurec81

O Wang Xiuyuan 89

YuWei»ang97
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Fig. 1 The cross sections of 175Lu(n,2n)174m+gLu reaction

At the beginning the results of 174gLu, which are calculated from the activities,
measured at different time are in disagreement with each other. We found that it is
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due to incorrect intensity of 1242 keV y-ray. When the intensity is 5.14%, the
measurements at different time are in agreement very well.

Due to the effect of the impurity of the sample, the results of the Lu2O3 samples
are about 5.4% less than that of the natural metal Lu. The first is very closed with
the results of Nethway and Qaim who used same sample. So we only use the relative
values of the Lu2O3 samples.

The main uncertainties come from the error of reference cross section,
efficiency of Ge(Li) detector, y-absorption in sample, statistics of y peak area and
intensities of y-ray s.
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Introduction

The excitation functions for the reactions induced by proton or deuteron beam
are very important for the evaluation of nuclear reaction, which is quite useful in
nuclear technology applications. Some of them can be used to derive the thick-target
yield, and this characteristic is significant for medicine isotope production.

However, the published data for proton or deuteron beam bombarding natural
metal Ti and Mo are very few. In present work, the excitation functions for the
products of 48V from p+Ti and d+Ti and of 95mgTc, 96gTc and "Mo from p+Mo, and
d+Mo were studied.

1 Experiment Procedure

The excitation functions were measured by the conventional stacked foil
method. The technique used is essentially the same as described in earlier
publications'1'21. Here only some salient features relevant to the present measure-
ments are described. The experiments were carried out at the HI-13 tandem
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